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Review Outlines Proposed
Candidate Selection Change
Editor' s Note: The Editorial
time is possibly only a first step
Board of the Law Review has
toward an even more open apreleased a tentative proposal for
proach to membership selection .
a rennovation of the candidate
Further steps, or, if warranted ,
selection process. The proposal
a return to present methods of
is set forth below and will be
candidate selection will depend
offered to the Faculty for their
upon the results under these
consideration and approval.
measures. Because this proposal
represents a fundamental
The William and Mary Law
change in Review policy, it is
Review during the past several
subject to approval a t the
months has evaluated its
facuIty meeting Thursday,
methods of candidate selection.
December 6.
In the past, Invitation to canThe Editorial Board has
didate programs has been based
determined that the optimum
solel y upon academic pernumber of staff members from
formance in the first semester of
each class is 25; however, up to
first year of law study. The
30 members from a class would
candidate programs, the value
be acceptable. It is proposed
of which will be attested to by
that 1974 proceed as follows:
the vast majori ty of those who
have completed them, are
1. Upon compilation of grades
designed to test writing ability
from the fall semester, canas well as to train prospective
didate invitations will be issued
members in skills essential to
to apprOximately 15 individuals
the Review.
who have attained th highest
The EdHorlal Board Of me
,,,;adenfic " ve£age:. in tile finstReview has determined that
year class, including peracademic excellence generally
formance in summer school, if
is a good indication of an in- applicable. The precise number
dividual's capability to learn the
of invitations to the spring
skills and perform with high
program , which will commence
competence the functions
in mid-February and continue
necessary to maintain the inuntil the end of March , will
tegrity and excellent reputation
depend upon an appropriate
of the Review. However, it also
break in grade-point averages.
is recognized that concomitant
2. A summer candidate
with the growth in excellence program will commence in late
August. Invitations will be
and reputation of the law school
issued as follows:
should be an increase in the
number of individuals capable of
a . To at least ten inperforming with excellence on
dividuals selected by the
the Review . Accordingly ,
Editorial Board of the
serious consideration has been
Review from a list furgiven to various methods of
nished the Board by the
instructors of the firstaffording more individuals an
opportunity to attain Review
year writi ng program.
membership.
Each such instructor will
be asked to provide the
An approach has been sought
Review with the names
which will not interfere unduly
and writing samples of
with the effective functioning of
about five individuals in
the Review. yet will fulfill the
his section whom he
stated goal of providing broader
deems to ' have demonopportunities for membership. It
strated the highest degree
should be recognized that what
the Review announces at this
of writing and research

ability during the course
of the year . The Editorial
Board of the Review will
undertake an independent
evaluation of the writing
samples furnished it and
will issue candidate invitations on the basis of
such samples and, if
desired ,
rec ommendations from faculty
members familiar with an
individuals's work and
motivation.
b. To any individual who
(1) at the conclusion of his
first year of law study
ranks academically in the
top fifteen percent of his
class, and (2) has not
previously been issued an
invitation to a candidate
program. This percentage
may be revised upward,
not to exceed twenty
percent.

See Review. p.
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Committee Suggests Formation
of New M-WHonor Society
By Jim Murray
On Thursday, the faculty will
vote on the adoption of a charter
for . the St. George Tucker
SocIety. The Charter was
proposed and drawn up by the
Honor. Society Study Committee
estabhshed by the faculty on
October 4th, 1973.
The proposal that the law
school establish an Honor
Society was first made in the
Fall of 1971, but the idea was
abandoned in deference to the
expected application for a
Chapter of the Order of the Coif.
When the school's application
was rejected, primarily on the
basis of inadequate library
funding, in the Spring of 1973 the
idea was revived. Former SBA
Treasurer, Sam Powell, un-

S BA P Ia n S f 0 r 5 Pr I• n 9 0 I· a log u e
seek
By Don Lewy

An official announcement has

just been released by the Student
Bar Association , through its
Office of Professional Affairs,
that a committee has been
organized in preparation for the
first major profesSional event
ever sponsored solely by that
organization . The event is entitled: "Nicholas von Hoffman v.
James J. Kilpatrick:
A
Dialogue. "
" This event represents a
major undertaking by the
student body of the Law School ,"
Jim Murray, SBA President
said. "Every effort is being

made to
total involvement
from all facets of the law school
community, including students,
parents, alumni, members of the
business and professional
community, faculty and administration. "
Scheduled for Monday, March
11,1974, at 8:00 p.m., at William
and Mary Hall, the Dialogue will
consist of a discussion between
the two nationally-known and
syndicated columnistcommenators on liberal and
conservative issues and attitudes in the United States
today. The guest speakers are
perhaps bes! known for their

Hurt-oerts, Crudup, Whiner, Ace, and Motorhead look on as WMBG's own Perry Lane gets ready to spin the discs at the PDP-SBA
Christmas Party, "Original Greaser," to be held Saturday from 8
p.m.-l a.m. at the Williamsburg Community Center. PDP and SBA
dues-paying members can get advance tickets for $1.50, or pay $2 at
tb .. door. Non_rn .. mber<: "an male .. tb .. §l!"ne for 12_50 in advance. and
$3 a the door. Door prizes include a lifetime supply of Vaseline.

acid wit and vehement altercations
on
"PointCounterpoint," from the CBS
Television news program "Sixty
Minutes."
A steering committee has been
established under the auspices
of the SBA, headed by Honorary
Chairman Buster O'Brien and
shored by the faculty guidance
of Associate Dean Timothy J.
Sullivan.
Ticket sales for the event are
anticipated to begin during the
early part of the s econd
semester, with profits to be
donated to the Woodbridge Law
Student Loan Fund.

dertook an extensive study but
his proposal came too late in the
Spring to be implemented . Again
this Fall the idea was revived
and at the behest of the SBA the
Study Committee was formed .
The Committee began its work
with the consensus that any
Honor Society formed should
recognize~ both academic and
extracurricular achievements.
The Committee , made up of
professors Scott, Walck , and
Sullivan and students David
Johnson, John McDougal and
Jim Murrav also wanted to
"
..

avoid any potential conflict with
ODK or The Coif. It was agreed
that, because ODK membership
at William and Mary was very
limited in slots for law students
and because it has historically
stressed leadership and played
down academics in this Chapter,
there would be little conflict with
that gr oup. On the other hand
should Coif, with its strict top 10
percent academic requirements,
accept any future application
from the school any Honor
Society which preceded it should
See Honor Society, p. 4
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ANNOUNCEMENT
As many students know, a
: mistake was made last week
when a member of the Faculty
Status Committee released to
one professor a summary of
the results from the recent
student course evaluation
survey. The survey was
conducted with the understanding that no results
would be releaseduntiI
February.
This announcement is to
assure students that the
mistake was limited to a
single professor and that there
is no possibility that any other
evaluations will be disclosed
prior to February . The
evaluations of all other
courses, with the exceptions of
those of three professors,
remain in the hands of the
Law Student Honor Council.
The Faculty Status Com-

~

o; •••••••••• " . . . . .. . . . . ,

mittee has promised that the
forms for the three other
professors, all of whol]l are
being
considered
for
promotion, will be kept in the
strictest confidence.
James B. Murray Jr
President, SBA •
RESOLUTION
Be it resolved that no data
concerning
faculty
evaluations will be released to
anyone other than the
members of the Faculty
Status Committee prior to the
completion of the final!
examinations, except to those
faculty members under
current evaluation and then
only in a manner which
preserves anonymity and
confidentialty.
Adopted by Faculty
S~tus Committee
November 29, 1973
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Editorials

-- An Unfortunate Mistake

The mistake made by a member of the Faculty Status
Committeejn providing one professor with summaries of the
course evalua tion taken in his class this semester is truly
unfortunate. It was , however, a mistake and has been admitted to be such by all parties involved. As is the policy, all
lhe remaining course evaluations wiH remain in confidence
until next semester.
Such an error is unfortunate, but it should not signal the
demise of the significance of student evaluations or of
student trust in the Faculty Status Committee. Legitimate
student comments regarding courses and professors are of
great significance and are being afforded some weight for the
first time .
The fact that this is the first instance in which the Faculty
Status Committee has been involved in the evaluating process .
.. should signify that this is a mistake which there is no reason
to believe will be made again. It would be most unfortunate if
students allow an isolated instance to diminish the effectiveness of future course evaluations.

Low Grading Noted
"The substance of a law school - in the ultimate
sense - . . . is marked . . . by the quality of its
graduates' careers ......
Associate Dean Timothy Sullivan
Amicus Curiae, Nov. 14, 1973
It's that time again. Before the next issue of the Amicus

comes your way, all members of the law school community
will become embroiled in the exam process . Regardless of the
hassle involved in taking, grading , and recording these
exams', the procedure is a fact of law school life. Here at
Marshall-Wythe, however, someone somewhere has decided
for some reason that law students should be given no quarter
in the grading process. In other words, as we have heard all
too often, a C, or a C- as the case may be, is a "good" grade.
Let it not be forgotten that a student needs a C average to
graduate .
The Harvard Law Record reported this fall that 40 percent
of Harvard's June law graduates earned J .D. honors. We
don't know precisely what sort of grades are necessary to
earn honors at Harvard, but it is easy to figure that at least 40
percent of the graduates attained a minimum overall average
of about 2.3 on a 3-point grade scale. Only 25 of the present
third-year students here can boast of even a 2.0 average.
Twenty-five of 158.
"
This is not to say that professors should consider grades to
be belated Christmas gifts . But those of us in law school have
been studying and seeking good grades for years. Some of us
cannot accustom ourselves to working hard for a C especially when there is a suspicion that M-W is unique .
Cream may rise to the top, but those who control grading
policies here don 't allow the "cream " to rise very far. A
student can- understandably become frustrated and
somewhat bitter when the hard work that always earned A's
now garners him a C+.
Undergraduates at William and Mary have voiced
~imilar complaints, sometimes arguing that the College
proves its prestige by grading tough. Hopefully , this is not the
reason for the strict grading policy. Quality of educati'on
cannot validly be judged by the grades students receive. Our
criticism of the C-mania was made known last year; we hope
that those who distribute grades will consider the oftexpressed student opinion.
As Dean Sullivan noted in his commentary two weeks
ago, future success of M-W graduates will in large part
determine the prestige of our law school. It is tough enough to
explain a 3-point grading system without having to convince
... the prospective employer that "a C is a good grade ." We do
compete with students from schools where a C is not a good
grade. Grades are, for better or worse, a major consideration
in determining our immediate future following graduation ;
we hope the faculty will keep this in mind.

Schedule Poses Problems
The course conflicts in next semester 's schedule have
. precipitated some commentary to the effect that ~e .Administration is simply unwilling to change a fmalized
schedule. In light of the Administration's action in
rescheduling exams to enable third year law students to take
the February bar exam , in responding to concern over the
new Drop-Add policy, and in already having made one
schedule change where it was feasible , it should be apparent
that the Administration is willing to change policy when our
interests are at stake .
.
'In fact it seems that the course-conflict problem .could be
..... resolved it a workable solution were available. Dean Sullivan
has commented that the major impediment to changing a
course is the possibility that a new conflict might arise. Given
the difficulties inherent in formulating a workable course
schedule such concern does not seem to be unreasonable .
We do hope that a means can be found whereby a class
See Schedule Poses Problems, p. 7

AMICUS CURIAE

HE RE .IS THE
\.IILLJAM & MARy
LAW STUDENT
CR4).fMING FO~ FIII4J..S

Letters to the Editors
Rally Planners Disregard Crisis
To the Editors:
I feel compelled to say at the
outset that my question is not
meant as an indictment of any
organization here at MarshallWythe. I have been impressed
with the dedication with which
all such organizations approach
their contributions to the quality
of life at Marshall-Wythe whether it be in the organization
of a seminar series or an enthusiastic display a t a beer
party.
On a recent event, however ,
has perplexed me. After
listening to my less than favorite
politician describe the severity
of our energy crisis on television
last week, I was bombarded lby
invitations to a car rally. Confused , I asked the keeper of the
second floor ticket table whether
any thought had been given to
cancellation of the event in order
to avoid non-essential use of
gasoline. A momentary look of
wonder seized his face and then
he broke into an amiable grin,
"Frankly, no."
His answer increased my
perplexion. Shivering with my
thermostat at 68 degrees this
weekend and after hearing
Governor Love predict gasoline
rationing , I attempted an
analysis. There is, I suppose, 110
particular reason why these
trained in the law should be
more responsive to such
situations than the average man
or ordinary prudence. As recent
history has evidenced, law
schools teach the law ~ they do

not teach ethics. However , inpursuit of teaching the law they
do attempt to teach students to
lblend facts into a palpab~e batter
of theory. I therefore expected at
least a rationalization of the
upcoming event ; not merely an
"Honestly, we haven 't even
considered it."
Perhaps the gentleman
realized I was a first-year
student who would come to
understand these things in time.
I !lPpeal to you, however , to
hasten my under~tanding. Is this
indeed what our reasonable man
would do under the circumstances? Did I misunderstand the President when he
asked Americans to rally and
combat the energy crisis?
Sincerely,
Jackie Denning

Kuntsler
To the Editors :
Allow me to beat a dead horse
one more time.
I'm referring to the decision,
made at the SBA budget
meeting, not to sponsor an appearance by William Kuntsler .
In a letter printed in the last
Amicus, Greg Welsh demonstrated either misinformation or
misconjecture about what actually happened.

Mr. Welsh calls the decision
"a striking example of situations
where those voted into power
feel compelled to force their
views on others .... " Quite the
contrary .
When Kuntsler was proposed
it became clear that the
members of the Board - of
Directors were against sponsoring him . Rather than having
this small group of "those voted
into power" decide to turn down
the Kuntlser appearance , the
decision was made to submit the
question to an open meeting of
all of the members of the SBA.
Thus , the largest possible
number would be able to express
its views.
As is well-known by now. an
overwhelming number of those
present voted against expending
their money (i.e. , SBA funds ) to
sponsor Mr. Kuntsler .
It seems patently absurd to me
that a situation like this - one in
which the will of the general
membership was consulted - be
labeled abuse of power by the
elected representatives.
Perhaps it could be argued that
we didn't exercise our power as
we should have , abdicating to
the general membership . But
hardly can the reverse be said.
Cliff Weckstein
3rd Year Representative

AMICUS CURIAE

Amicus to
Lose Editor
This issue. of the Amicus
signifies the end of the semester
and the mid-year graduation of
many of those who have assisted
the paper in its endeavor . Our
thanks to all our supporters. It is
particularly lamentalble that we
are losing an able and
distinguished
Editor-in-Chief.
Starr Sinton is graduating to
pursue the practice of law in
California.
For the past two years, Starr
has lbeen instrumental in
overseeing the continued improvement of the Amicllls
Curiae. His goal has been to
provide Marshall-Wythe with an
effective means of intra-law
school communication, and t.o
tha t end, he has served the
students and faculty well. His
understanding of the journalism
process and his ability to extract
the maximum of thought from a
minimum volume of words will
be sorely missed . The Amicus
thanks him for his belp and
guidance and wishes him .?lel!.

Geor"e W. Campbell
Starr J. Sinton
E.filon-in-Chir/

Evan E. Adair

Daniel Z. Shapiro

.1I (waging Ediio r

LaY'>1I1 Edilor

Clifford R. Weckstein
Prod" lion E dilor

Raymond Villarosa
Bu sin.-ss .llanaga

Charles Allen
.-1 ssl.

Busifl~ss

.11 gr.

Staff: Lee Albrecht, Frib Bergman Charlie Burr John
Fletcher, Ph!l Ferguson, Michael Geffen. Elisa ~er,
Mary Hen~nx, Dave Holmes. Lelia Hopper, Lise Hov.-e,
Gay McGUIre, John Mizroch. Jim Murray, Richard Otto,
Malcolm Parks, Greg _Pomije, Gary Roth. Doug Stanard,
Mark Tunnell, . Bafi-Ward, Greg Welsh. Sue VilJarosa
Opinions expressed in articles an<l initialed editorials do
not necessarily represent those of the Editorial Board
or the Student Bar Association.
The Amicus Curiae is published every other week bv
the Student Bar Association of Marshall-Wythe School
of Law, College of William and Mary, Williainsburg, Va.

AMICUS CURIAE
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Faculty Commentary

National Interest Demands Impeachment
By Willia m F. Swindler
After his term as Vice-President and his defeat in
the 1960 race with John F . Kennedy , Richard Nixon
wTote a political autobiography under the title, "Six
Crises." There is an obvious sequel in prospect for
some time after January 3, 1977 - or possibly
earlier. How many crises may be enumerated in
this second volume is an open question at the
moment, as week after week since the spring of 1973
new cataclysms have been added to this incredible
. period in the constitutional history of the United
States.
Objective scholarship will require more than an
ordinary interval of time to gain some perspective
for the avalanche of events which has engulfed us in
the past six months or more. Any judgments or
comments made today are almost certain to be
modified or even contradicted by new developments
tomorrow . Still, we can begin to assemble some
fairly well-established facts upon which an ultimate
evaluation may be made.
Nixon's personality a factor
One may begin with the peculiarities in the
political personality of Mr. Nixon himself - withdrawn and essentially insecure and at the same
time opportunistic. He began his political career as
a professional young veteran, hypersensitive to any
criticism of the status quo and readily persuaded
that dissatisfaction with the state of affairs in postWorld War II America was ultimately fomented or
exploited by international Communism. The bizarre
approach seemed to fascinate him from the
beginning ; for those who recall the labyrinthine
details of the Alger Hiss-Whittaker Chambers affairs. e.g., the microfilm hidden in a pumpkin, the
other-worldly aspects of the revelations of 1973 are
in a sense the logical continuation of a career
verging on surrealism with remarkable cyclical
regularity.
Then there was the famous "Checkers fund,"
which almost brought early disaster to a brash
young Vice-Presidential candidate who was selfrighteously belaboring the corruptions exposed in
the Truman administration . Nixon 's national
television appearance to explain the fund - which
some observers at the time described as the corniest performance since General MacArthur addressed Congress - was a classic demonstration of
the technique of confession and avoidance. It was
certainly a gamble, with everything riding on the
outcome ; General Eisenhower whose campaign
managers had billed him as the crusader for
honesty in government, was reportedly considering
dropping his Vice-Presidential candidate (are you
listening, Senator Eagleton? ) if the explanation
wasn't good enough. But with stiff-upper-lip
references to Pat's economical cloth coat and to
their little dog Checkers, Nixon created an instant
sympathy for himself which made Ike like it
whether he wanted to or not.
Public sympathy is a rare experience for Mr.
ixon , and he has always been inclined to blame the
media for revealing what someone has called his
spectacular lack of charisma. After the debacle in
the California gubernatorial race of 1962, he announced his retirement from politics with the
famous statement to the press , "You won't have
Richard Nixon to kick around any more ." Then , and
more recently , his inability to speak candidly and
promptly instead of ambivalently and belatedly,
has obviously contributed to a decline in his
credibili ty .
Bizarre history repeats
All of which is background to any commentary on
the fantastic issues which have proliferated in the
second Nixon term , and which is Mr. Nixon's
greatest handicap in defending himself in respect of
these issues . The microfilm hidden in a pumpkin
came back in the form of White House secret tape
recordings ; the long debate over so-called
executive privilege and its inseparability from
national security which it was claimed justified the
President in refusing to release the tapes after their'
existence was discovered; then the attempt to make
a unilateral " compromise" on how to make them
available, followed by inexplicable delays in turning them over to the court under the terms of the
grand jury subpoena , and then a series of reports
that key tapes were missing or were thought never
to have existed , or now to have been virtually
obliterated by other recorded noise - all of these
have stretched credulity far beyond reasonable
limits and make any proof of the ultimate truth, if it
is possible, anti-climactic.
Chicanery is hardly a novel aspect of American
political life - rather , tt-is almost something of a

proud tradition, or at least a matter of finesse. The
very least that can be said of the revelations or
allegations of 1973 is that ey indicate heavyhanded clumSiness, " overkill," and a cynical
disregard of the common sense of the average
citizen. Arm-twisting to obtain campaign contributions has been carried on by every administration so far as the facts are known , but the
incalculable surfeit of the Nixon money-raisers in
1971 and 1972 has accounted for a new political
axiom - accumulation of funds far in excess of
needs will almost certainly breed corruption of
equal magnitude.
Constitutional crises proliferate
Without focussing upon details of the many
political capers which are conveniently grouped
under the generic term, "Watergate ," it may be
pointed out that the constitutional crises of 1973
include the following: (1 ) A sequence of charges
last spring which would have brought about the fall
of any parliamentary government - and did in fact
bring about, in quick succession, the resignation of
the three top White House advisers, the acting
director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and
the Attorney General of the United States (Richard
Kleindienst, that is; a second Attorney General's
resignation was a feature of another part of the
incredible record ). (2) The almost casual revelation
that major business activities of the White House
had been secretly "bugged" - a revelation which
caused a special question period in Parliament with
reference to the Prime Minister 's recent visit with
the President, and which recalled the public outcry
in the United States several years ago when it was
revealed that a Soviet "bug" had been found in the
great seal decorating the American embassy in
Moscow. (3) The awkward responses of the White
House to the revelation - first denials , then bombastic announcements that these were
"documents" clothed with executive privilege, then
a statement that the tapes might be construed
various ways , then suggestions that they would
refute testimony by various witnesses who were
"singing" before the Ervin committee, then a long
series of revertrolt; and conlrl!dictions iIJ Vilbite
House statements climaxing in historic litigation
and confrontation - only to be followed by "well,
what d'ya know" announcements that virtually all
the key tapes were missing.
Two more cataclysms may be added: (4) The
resignation of Vice-President Spiro T. Agnew,
which , while unrelated to Watergate , certainly
added to the forces wrecking the administration, if
only by confirming that the executive branch was at
war with itself, and brought into operation the
relatively recent Twenty-Fifth Amendment in a
way which had certainly not been the primary
consideration in its original drafting. (5) The
debacle surrounding the work of the special
prosecutor, the presumption of his independence
and the events which the media have named "the
Saturday night massacre" and which led to the
firing of the prosecutor, the resignation of another
Attorney General (Elliott Richardson) and the
Deputy Attorney General.
Crises threaten impeachment
At last, and inevitably , the totality of these constitutional crises has led to a serious consideration
of the process of impeachment of the President.
Witness the signs of the times : a scholarly study by
Professor Raoul Berger of Harvard, on constitutional problems of impeachment, became an
overnight authority on the subject, while a 750-page
collection of documentary materials on impeachment, prepared by the House Judiciary
Committee before this current crisis was imminent,
has sold.out and is now going into a second printing.
Witness also the long list of unanswered constitutional questions preceding and involving the
impeachment matter: What is the nature and extent of executive privilege, which is not in terms
provided for in the Constitution? Are impeachable
offenses the same as indictable offenses, and if not,
what are the criteria for charging "high crimes and
misdemeanors"? What is the practical effect on
future constitutional practice of the quo warranto
proceeding which evoked a District Court ruling
that the firing of Archibald Cox was illegal? Is
Congress , in rolling back the salary of the Attorney
General in order to permit Senator Saxby to qualify
for the office, actually seeking a de facto
modification of an explicit prohibition in the Constitution?
Impeachment is, as Alexander Hamilton
described it, a legislative inquest into the great

Dr. Swindler graces this week's Faculty Commentary with an analysis of the President and
Watergate.
affairs of the government. An inquest may result
essentially in a finding of facts rather than artICles
of impeachment to be formally tried ; and with this
distinction in mind it is this observer 's conclusion
that such an inquest - if no more than an earnest
search for facts - is justified and indeed demanded
by the national interest. The formalities of impeachment have deservedly harsh connotations ;
fewer than a dozen Senate trials in this area have
noon rl!Mt'ded in OUt' Justory, and i~ is with proper
reluctance that Congress has moved to the brink in
the present circumstances. The claim that there are
no indictable issues to submit to the House committee, while it may be disputed, is really beside the
point; indictment is a judicial process,
distinguished from the legislative process of impeachment and so recognized by the language of the
Constitution itself, in providing that removal from
office by impeachment does not affect any liability
to indictment thereafter. The claim that impeachment (by which is meant the actual bringing
and trying of charges ) would threaten the foundations of our government is an exaggeration ; in
the first place, the Founding Fathers were toughminded men who anticipated that such a process
might periodically have to be invoked and assumed
that a fundamentally sound government would
survive the process ; in the second ~ place, any
government which has already survived the five
crises outlined above, in such a concentrated period
of time, has already demonstrated its fundamental
soundness.
Nixon's ultimate crisis?
The unparalleled majority by which Mr. Nixon
was elected to his second term last year provoked
all manner of pseudo-expertise which glossed over
the obvious fact, that the electorate really was
rejecting the extremist alternatives presumably
represented in Senator McGovern to the same
degree that the massive vote for Lyndo!"! Johnson
reflected a rejection of the extremist alternatives
presumably represented in Senator Goldwater, in
1964. The " silent majority" conjured up by Mr.
Nixon is real enough, but it is a majority preferring
a stable middle course rather than being a
plebiscitiary endorsement of anything and
everything a middle-road executive does or condones . Failure to recognize that distinction may
prove to have been the ultimate crisis in the fantastic history of Richard M. Nixon.
William F. Swindler teaches
Constitutional Law and a
Jurisprudence seminar this
semester . In addition, Dr.
Swindler is serving as liaison
officer for M-W on the National
Center for State Courts, and is
Chairman of the U.S. Supreme
Court Historical Association.
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-. Grayson Supports M-W Building
By John Mizrock
On November 6, Dr. George
Grayson, a professor in the
Government Department and a
second-year law student at
Marshall-Wythe, was elected to
th.e I:I0~se of Delegates of the
VI.rg.lOla
Assembly
for
WIllIamsburg-York CountyJames City County.
Dr. Grayson will take a leave
of absence from the law schol
and from his tea,ching duties in
the Government Department.
When the new term of the
General Assembly begins
January 9, he will live in Richmond during the week and

return to Williamsburg on the
weekends.
George was quick to offer his
thanks and appreciation for the
help he was given by the law
school student body. "There is

to win the election without the
strong support of the law
students . Over one-third of the
key precinct leaders were law
students." He singled out firstyear law student Sandy Spooner ,
and her husband Clint, a secondyear student, for their efforts in
York County, which provided
Grayson with the margin of
victory . Grayson also attributed
the close vote total in
Williamsburg directly to the law
students and their wives.
Grayson plans to open up a
legislative office in Williamsburg and in Grafton by late
December. To his knowledge
these are the first offices of their
kind anywhere in the state of
Virginia. They will serve to
handle constituents' needs.
suggestions , and consumer
and will act as a
liaISon offIce between the people

~o~plain~,
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ABA De Iegat es to D e al
R es 0 Iu t Ion
e
Wleth Oc1-ober
.
By Randy Eley
The American Bar Association
has called a special meeting of
its House of Delegates to consider implementation of a
resolution by the Board of
Governors in late October
calling for the establishment of
an independent prosecutor. The
meeting of the House of
Delegates will take place in
Washington , D.C. on December
10, 1973.

The resolution by the Board of
Governors
last
October
harkened back to May, 1973
when the ABA called for the
appointment of an independent
prosecutor. The Board of
Governor's found further support for its action by decrying
the "circumsta nces which
produced the resignation or
termination of the services of
Attorney
General
Elliott
Richardson , Deputy Attorney
General William Ruckelshaus,
and Special Prosecutor Archibald Cox, and the abolishment of the Office of the Special
Prosecutor which was charged

and given full authority to investigate and prosecute offenses
.arising out of Watergate."
The resolution calling for an
independent prosecutor urges
Congress to establish such a
position by legislation which
would authorize the appointment
of such a special prosecutor by
the United States District Court
for the District of Columbia.
In my capacity as Division
Delegate of the Law Student
Division to the ABA's House of
Delegates, I will attend the
meeting in December and expect to see and participate in
some lively debate .
This meeting should be interesting from another point of
view . Past President of the ABA,
Leon Jaworski , has been appointed by President Nixon as
successor to Archibald Cox. In
this regard, Chesterfield Smith,
the current President of the
ABA, has publicly stated that
Mr . Jaworski is a "fabulous
man," however , that doesn't
remove the need for an independent prosecutor.

office. Helene Ward, a first-year
law student and Grayson ' s
campaign treasurer, will be in
charge of operating the
Williamsburg office. Grayson
invites all law students to participate in the running of these
offices and asks that you contact
Ms. Ward.
Grayson is planning to put out
a news-letter approximately
every two weeks on the progress
of legislative proposals in the
General Assembly .
Dr. Grayson plans to support
the proposed appropriation for a
new M-W law school building. He
also intends to support the
proposed
Student
Model
Practice Act which may now
have to be approved by the
General Assembly.

G

roup Suggests New Hon
· or So CIee t y

.. Continued from p. 1
. who have completed at least
have a broader membership
three semesters, who rank in the
base, recognizing more than
top third of their class, and who
singular academic achievement.
hav~ demons~rated outstanding
Lastly , the Committee decided
aC~Ie.v~ment 10 extracurricular
that the establishment of any
actIVIties.
Society would be a futile gesture
st. George Tucker was the
unless membership were
second holder of the Chair of
restricted enough to create
Law at the College and a name
prestige and exclusivity which
would be recognized outside the
college community . The Committee agreed that it is rigid
Continued from p. 1
membership standards which
c. To any member of the
have helped create the prestige
rising third-year class
and
widespread
public
who (1 ) during his second
recognition for the McNeil
year of law study has
Society at T. C. Williams Law
raised .his cumulative
School and for the Raven Society
grade-point average to a
at the University of Virginia .
level equal to or exceeding
Starting with these premises
that of the cut-{)ff point for
the Committee drew up a
selection of candidates
·charter which, subject to apfrom his class the
proval and possible revision by
preceding year, ( 2 ) has
the faculty . provides as follows .
not previously been issued
an invitation to a canMembership would be limited to
no more than 10 percent of each
didate program, and (3)
graduating class with the exnotifies the Review prior
to July 15 that he satisfies
press understanding that a full
the first two criteria and
complement of 10 percent need
not and may not necessarily be
desires an invitation . For
chosen from any given class.
the Class of 1975, the
requisite
grade-point
The initial members would be
chosen from the Class of 1974 by
average will be 2.13.
the Study Committee and
In addition , the Editorial
student members thereafter
Board for Volume 15 will
would choose new members
recommend to its successor
based on several criteria .
Board that steps be taken to
Eligible students would be those
implement a program to be held

Men's Clothing
For Fall and Winter

Our Famous Brands Include
• Freeman Suits

• Buxton Belts

• Botany Sport Coats

- W&M Ties

Bostonian

Sh~.es

I

much reknowned in American
Jurisprudence. He was the
author of the first American
version of Blackstone s Commentaries , the preeminent legal
work of its time, and he sat as
both a Virginia Supreme Court
and a Federal Judge during his
long , distinguished career .

Review Out i nes Proposal
in the fall of each year whereby
any member of the then secondyear class may prepare, with
some guidance from the Review.
a writing·sample. Acceptance of
such individuals to Review
membership could depend upon
the quality of the writing
sample, recommendations from
the faculty , an acceptable level
of academic performance (top
one·half of class ), and demonstration of competence in
essential Review skills.
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FRAZIER-GRA VES CO.
Duke Of Gloucester St.

Bernard Cohen, a noted Virginia environmental lawyer. discussed
environmental problems. trial tactics, and techniques involved in
questioning expert witnesses in a pre-Thanksgiving speech. Mr.
Cohen's "expert witness" was Dr. Joseph C. Zieman of U. Va.
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Profs Offer Tips for Exam Technique
Prof Looks for Analysis Analyze Facts; Identify Issues;
Precise Articulation Encouraged
credit for the answer. The
Professor Scott
It seems to me tha t the key
to writing an exam for firs t-year
law students is not to make any
assumptions about the state of
the professor's knowledge. The
sign ificant point tha t the
professor is looking for is not the
conclusion the student reaches
but the analytica l process that
led him to that conclusion .

Consequently, a studen t who
jumps through the r ight
analytical hoops in his mind and
writes down his conclusion may
have arrived there in a perfectly
appropriate manner . He will be
shocked when he gets little

reason for this is that the
professor cannot assume that
the conclusion is supported by
valid analysis unless he sees that
analysis .
A law school exam question is
analogous to a geometric proof
- the conclusion standing alone
is worthless unless the specific
steps which led to that conclusion are specified in detail.
Specifically then , frame the
issue, state, in detail , the legal
principles believed applicable to'
that issue, and, then finally, the
manner in which these prindples should be applied to the
fact situation presented.

Professor Powell
Precise analysis of the facts
stated and the accurate identification of the legal question or
questions presented is indispensable. If you fail to do this,
your answer will be a collection
of irrelevancies and worthless as
an answer, notwithstanding it
may he a learned essay on
inapplicable legal principles.
Allot more of your available
time to a thorough analysis of
the facts and to precise identification of the question
presented than to writing. A
verbose answer like a verbose
brief or argument is an inferior

Give Exam Thorough Treatment
Professor Brown
At the risk of being too
traditional in untraditional
times , my view or " tips " on
writing law school examinations
are not exotic but merely seek to
elicit objective and identifiable
responses to the questions
presented . The
threshold
assumption is that the reader is
not sophisticated in the area of
law under discussion and that
therefore the answer must be
given thorough treatment,
preferably in an organized and
concise manner keeping to the
issues at hand. Also, positions
should be arrived at by legal
analysis and justified or supported by appropriate rationales
applying facts to legal principles , answering only the
questions asked, and reaching
and stating a definite conclusion
where appropriate.

For example, a question in
contracts could deal with the
doctrine of promissory estoppel.
The first task would be to
ascertain the issue (s ) and
perhaps introduce the answer by
framing the issue (s ) to be
discussed. If an issue, e.g .
justifiable reliance involves an
element of a larger rule of law,
e.g . promissory estoppel, then
the general rule and the
remaining elements certainly
should be discussed though not
in great detail. At this point a
rule of " reasonable relevance"
should prevail and if the case
involves a contractor ' s bid ,
comment on the absence of
consideration and the use of
promissory estoppel as a substitute or alternative basis for
enforcing the promise would
seem warranted ; a lengthy
discussion on consideration

Mastery of Rules, Noting
Issues, Sleep Advised
Dean Whyte
Advising law students how to
write law examinations is akin
to telling O. J. Simpson what to
do when he breaks past the line
of scrimmage. What Simpson
does in broken field running
depends on the position and
moves of defensive backs. What
the law student does in writing
examinations depends on the
subject matter of the course and
the kind of examination offered.
Yet appreciation of three basic
factors may help. First, the
traditional problem examination
assumes tha t the student knows
the law and requires him to
apply it accurately to novel
factual situations. It follows that
mastery of the rules of law is
essential. One cannot apply what
he doesn 't know .
Second, the typical problem
question raises an indefinite
number of legal issues. While the
correct solution to one issue may
solve the problem , all issues
raised , whether or nQt they solve
the problem, should be fully
discussed and related to the
precise question asked .
Third, if you are just beginning to think about studying for
finals as you read this , it's too
late ! There is too mucbiD every
course to be absorbed b'y frantic

cramming a day or two before
any examination. You should
have been systematically
reviewing each course on a
weekly basis all semester long.
You 'll find that a good night's
sleep before an exam can work
wonders. Good luck !

generally and its relation to offer
and acceptance would seem not
desirable. After appropriate
legal analysis and application of
the rules to the facts, a response
to the specific question asked is
needed , usually followed by a
definite conclusion. Such an
approach used in my courses
would normally assure the exam
writer of maximum points with
the prime difficulty coming in
ascertaining and analyzing the
inter-relating legal issues.
Habitual use of certain exam
writing techniques by first year
students compels me to mention
some personally undesirable
techniques. Rambling, shotgun
approach,
discussion
of
irrelevant issues (especially
where the issue is not presented
by the problem but rather by an
assumption made by the exam
taker, and equivocal answers
("if a jury finds this way then
this result and contrarily .. . ) all indica te to me tha t the writer
of the exam is not confident of
his answer and therefore ambiguities should be resolved
against him. The only problem I
have with organized, concise,
responsive, and legible answers
is that the resulting salivation by
the grader causes the ink in the
blue books to run, but that is on'e
aspect of grading that seems
inevitable and to which I look
forward to each year.

Take Position on Exam
Professor Phelps
I would suggest that one of the
most important things to do
prior to taking an examination is
to make a quick review of the
basic points covered in the
course, either thumbing the case
book reflectively or reading
notes in full , or both, trying to
pick up the essential theories
involved and avoiding entanglement in minutia.
Next, it is very important to
give yourself at least a few hours
to relax before taking the
examination. Do not go to the
examination trying to crowd in a
lot of knowledge at the last
minute. At the examination,
unless it is unfairly long, do not
try to size up the examination by
reading all the questions. Deal
with the questions in order ,
giving a reasonable time to each
question. If you see several
points immediate! jut down a

phrase or two as a sort of outline
so that a good insight will not be
lost as you develop your answer.
Look at the questions you are
uncertain about as a challenge to
you to formulate a good answer
from what you do know. Look for
and comment on slight factual
differences which may make the
case different from the cases
you are familiar with. Take a
position on each question even if
it makes you uncomfortable, for
it is necessary for a lawyer to
come up with an answer.
However, give a rounded answer
which shows that you know of
other possible approaches but
you have excluded them for
stated reasons. In taking objective examinations avoid
reading too much into the
question . Forget previous
examinations unless you wish to
get a little insight as to the style
in which the professor sets up his
questions.

one, and merely demonstrates a
great capacity for verbalizing
without anything relevant to
say. To discoUrage this I limit
examination answers to three or
four exam book pages for each
question.

(Here is a summary of
argument form outline concisely
each point in your argument
supporting the ruling you advocate , setting forth the legal
principles and authorities upon
which you rely.)

Answer each question in
substantially the following
form ;

Articulate with precision and
brevity. Condense each answer
into the narrowest compass
possible which will admit of
setting forth distinctly the
pertinent questions presented
and the dispositive legal principles involved. The development of this technique of precise
analysis and concise articulation
in briefs and memoranda is
essential in the practice of law.

"Question(s) Presented
"1. Whether etc.

2. Did the lower Court err in
etc."
(Here state in a single sentence each legal question
presented in relation to the
pertinent facts on the case. Do
not state the question presented
in an abstract manner but as
related to the pertinent and
dispositive facts in the particular case. )
" Summary of Argument
"The Court . . . (in terms of
how the question is posed here
state the ruling should be, such
as " deny the motion to
dismiss"; or "grant the injunc ti on "; or 'reverse and
.remand with the following instructions , etc ." ) for the
following reasons ;
1.
2.

3. Etc .... "

In . the words of the Sage of
Monticello (who founded this
Law School);
.
"This operation is doubly
useful , inasmuch as it
obliges the student to seek
out the pith of the case,
and habituates him to a
condensation of thought,
and to an acquisition of
the most valuable of all
talents , that of never
using two words where
one will do."
Th. Jefferson
Monticello
Aug. 30, 1814

Good Answer Requires
F our ..Step Approach
Professor Walck
A good answer to a law school
examination question is composed of four par ts. The issue or
issues, " the law" on each issue,
application of the law to the facts
given, and a reasoned conclusion
or decision . The answer should
be well-organized and should
flow in a logical, systematic

Maxims
Exam

oHer

.S tyle

Professor Llewellyn
One
purpose
of
the
examina tion process is the
elimination of the unfit from the
legal profesSion. The advice that
follows is not intended to
frustrate
that
purpose.
However , all too often the fit
eliminate themselves because
they do not adhere to the
following maxims which are
contained in The Handbook of
Law Study by Ferdinand F.
Stone;
"The test of the knowledge is
its use."
"Law examinations are
prepared on ~he assumption that
you will practice law ."
"Try to spot likely questions in
advance."
"Read
the
instructions
carefully. "
"Think before you write and
write what you think."
"Read over your answer."
"Once the examination is
over, forget it. "
I will not wish you luck
because I know that you do not
want luck to be a factor in this
important process.

fashion . To do this well a
technique must be developed.
Read the question carefully at .
least twice. Identify the parties
and be certain to determine
wha t has been asked by the
instructor. Develop a plan for
the answer. This can be done on
the question sheet or better still,
set out in a simple outline on
scratch paper. Identify and
number the relevant issues.
You should devote a minimum
of one-third of the time allotted
to this study before you begin
writing. In writing your answer
identify one issue at a time and
give the black letter law as you
remember it as to that issue
only. If there is a split of
authority say so and give both
positions
identifying
the
majority rule. Di§cuss the facts
given, both pro and con, as they
relate to that issue and state
whether or not they support the
issue. You must then analyze the
issues given, and the controlling
law as you gave it and make a
logical decision on the main
question, giving your reasons
therefor.
There are some "don'ts."
Don't assume any facts not
given. Don't equivocate. Don't
regurgitate all the law you know
on a given subject - give only .
that which is pertinent to the
identified relevant issues. Don't
identify issues not raised by the
facts given
reporting
irrelevant issues indicates a lack
of ability to analyze the facts and
will detract from the answer.
. Finally, write legibly. If you
can't, then print or learn to type.
If the grader can't read an answer, obviously he can't give you
. any credit.. .
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Moot Court Produces Strong Team
By Dan Ward
Intramural competition in the
fall Moot Court programs has
produced one of the most
promising Invitational teams
ever , according to several
participants.
The process of intramural
arguments is conducted in the
fall to select the Invitational
Team to represent this school in
the competition we host in
March. Spring intramurals
produce the National Moot Court
Team. This year's process was
conducted in two rounds , the
first to eliminate hallf of the
twenty-four students enrolled .

Third year law student Tom Smith, M-W's offering to the
oracle at Vic Tanney, won the State Powerlifting Championship for the 220-pound class on October 27 in Hopewell,
Virginia. Tom won the competition with a 1330-pound total
for three lifts. Rumor has it that Tom is already under
contract with MGM to play the part of the Son of Hercules in
a forthcoming movie spectacular.

Hanes Briefs
With this issue, the Amicus introduces a regular feature
which will include timely goings-on about the school.
Following in the tradition of that great protege of Brandeis Judge Hanes the offerings will be informative,
eluc:clating, and brief.
Doctor Swindler testified before the Senate Judiciary Committee regarding confirmation of Senator William B. Saxbe,
R-Ohio, as Attorney General. Swindler asserted that his
confirmation would be unconstitutional because of his status
as a member of Congress.
The stork has been hard at work around the law school this
fall. Most recently, Curt and Midge Coward had a baby girl,
Meg. Other members of the new baby set are Richard and
Judy Brown with twins David and Michael, Randy and Donia
Eley with son Hunter, and Professor Ron and Carol Brown
with Ashley. their third daughter.
Dean Whyte's semester gathering with the students is
planned for Tuesday, December 11th, at 3:30 in Room 215. All
are encouraged to attend and to ask questions and express
their opinions on law school policy.
On December 9th, from 1:30-3:30, the Marshall-Wythe Law
Wives will sponsor their annual party for children of law
stUdents and faculty. The party this year will be in the Sittin
Bull Room, second floor of the Campus Center. Santa will be
present, there will be games, refreshments, music, etc. Each
child is asked to bring a gift. If a little boy, then he should
bring a little boy's gift tied in green ribbon; if a little girl, she
should bring a girl's gift tied in red ribbon. This way, each
child present will receive a present from Santa. For further
information, call Paulette Shaw at 229-4194.
Copies of Red-Shafted Flicker, the print which artist Guy
Coheleach has donated to the law school, are now available to
students and faculty for $25.
David Joanis, 2nd-year law student, is currently performing
in "The Lady's Not For Burning," the current production of
the Williamsburg Players. David is cast in the male leading
role of Thomas Mendip. The play will run December 6, 7 and
8 at 8:15 p.m. at the Hilton, 1776.

Whitney Appointed to
Ecological Committee
By Mary Hendrix
Marshall-Wythe's encironmental law professor , Scott
Whitney has been appointed to
serve on the United States
Coa stal Zone Management
Committee, which is an arm of
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) of the United States
Department of Commerce. The
function of the fifteen-member
committee is to administer the

Coastal Zone Management Act
of 1972 in an effort to preserve
the ecological balance of the
coastal zone.
Professor Whitney , who 'has
long been an environmentalist ,
is also.on thje board of directors
of the International Wildlife
Conservation Society and is a
member of the Washington,
D.C., Safari Club, the ShikarSafari Club, and the Game
Conserva tion
Organiza tion
Internation·.

Judges for first round
arguments were drawn from the
third-year class and from the
faculty , two to one respectively
to sit for each of the six appeals .
The second round was conducted
before the Moot Court Board and
the faculty advisor sitting as a
court. This method has never
been employed in the past , but
much satisfaction has been
expressed with the results by

board members , and the method
eliminates some troublesome
problems which were encountered in the straight
numerical system of the past
two years. It is interesting to
note that even with the injection
of a subjective element in final
evaluation, the three selectees
were also those who had accumulated
the
highest
numerical scores.
The true test of the quality of
the program will . of course, be
the Invi tational Competition.
While the list of schools participating is not yet final , the
meet has attracted representatives from the major law
schools in the southeast in the
past, primarily due to a degree
of success . in recruiting a
distinguished panel of judges.
State, federal district, and appeals courts have
been
represented ,
and
retired
Supreme Court Justice Tom
Clark added an important
element to the arguments last
spring . Justice Clark will return
this year.

Holton Optimistic About
New M -W Law Building
By Mike Geffen
On Friday , November 16 ,
Governor Linwood Holton spoke
to newsmen concerning the
implications of the establishment of the Center for State
Courts at the Marshall-Wythe
School of Law .
The governor stated , in
response to a question from the
Amicus, that establishing a new
building to house MarshallWythe complete with new
library facilities , was of prime
importance in furnishing a
quality legal education to
Virginia law students. "Both the
Center and the law school should
act to naturally enhance one
another. When legislative action
is taken to create adjoining
struc:;tures for Marshall-Wythe
and the center , facilities in
common such as the libr ary will.
of course , be utilized to a fuller
extent than at present. "
Holton also went on to speak
about the proposal being
mentioned for new law schools to
be established in the state. It
was his feeling that rather than
work to diversify the legal
education available in the state,
we should work to improve the
quality of the legal education in
the state by concentrating on

those schools we have.
Holton also stated that his
successor in office held basically
the same opinions concerning
the rebuilding and reloca ting of
the law school as those Holton
himself expressed.
Also speaking at the press
conference was Louis H. Burke,
Associate Justice , Supreme
Court of California, who also
serves as the Presiden t of the
Board of Directors for the
National Center. Mr. Burke
spoke to more general issues
than did the Governor.
Burke sees the Center for
State Courts as a clearinghouse
for information concerning
practice not only in state courts
but federal courts as well. He
believes that establishment of
the center is a great step forward in the correction of appellate dela ys which are now a
detriment. to the operation of
courts all over the country. New
ideas concl?rning the standardization of suvervision by
courts and parOle are expected
to be forthcoming.
The occasion for the press
conference was the annual
meeting of the council of state
court representatives, held at
the Williamsburg Conference
Center.

It is evident that Moot Court is
becoming more valuable as the
demand that trial counsel improve their competence increases. High-level jurists
voiced a concern for the quality
of trial and appellate advocacy ,
noting that as many as one-third
of counsel appearing lacked
sufficient acumen to present a
. competent case. The answer to
the problem rests with programs
in clinical study , and a quality
Moot Court must be counted
among the most important
assets in the law curriculum.
This year's invitational team
includes Jim Sheeran. Marc
Kane, and orm Marshall.

M-W Groups
Get Grants
By Russ Pitts
A total of $750 has been
awarded to the Moot Court and
Minority Recruitment programs
at M-W from the law student
services fund of the ABA-LSD .
This year this fund totals approximately $30,000, and grants
are awarded to competing ABA
approved law schools.
The three categories - from
which the grants are awarded
are Minority Recruitment, one
day programs, and on-going
programs. John Daniels, second
Vice-President of the LSD ,
evaluates each application on an
elaborate point system. Out of a
possible 100 points, which Moot
Court received 79 points (the
second highest total nationally ).
The amount of the awards is
based on matching funds from
the local SBA. In this school , the
SBA allocates $100 for Minority
Recruitment and $650 for Moot
Court.
The Moot Court allocation is to
help defray costs of the Invitational Tournament to be held
at M-W on March 16, 1974.
Further, the money can only be
used for expenditures agreed
upon by John Daniels and the
Chief Justice of the Moot Court
Board.
The Minority RecrtJitment
grant wilf be handled by Sharon
Coles .
The granting of these funds
marks the first time allocation
have been made for on-going
programs at M-W. Two years
ago, a grant of $1000 was
awarded a special one day
Environmental Colloquium.

A Study In Replevin
-A Christmas Story
Prescott v. Smith , Kings
Bench 1710, 11 Bulfincb 316
Replevin for a Christmas
goose .
Prescott , believing Mary
Smith to be Elizabeth Peckham,
a stranger. ga ve the said Marya
goose which was intended for the
said Elizabeth. And now in
replevin'·for the goose .
And War buck for the plaintiff ;
that the said Mary , having
received the goose and well
knowing she was not entitled to
it, it was as though she had
received it wrongfully and she
ought therefore immediately to
have returned it.

But Whittlesey e contra: that
the taking was not tortious and
therefore replevin would not lie.
Further a Christmas goose
could not now (Michaelmas ) be
replevied and he doubted the
action was e\'er properly before
the court.
Et adjournatur to Sergeants
Inn where Wriothesley. C.B .
(among others > was consulted .
Shaw J . doubted the goose was
ever replevied for he feared a
Christmas goose. once given ,
was ne\'er after affected by law.
Seddon, C. J . "1 remember
when I was at nisi prius my lord
Willougby said that replevin

never properly lay for a goose.
Indeed. a Christmas goose being
given . it is doubtful whether now
there can be any good
remembrance thereof so that it
is questionable always whether
the same goose be replevied
(which is necessar ) ..
Shaw . J. doubted whether a
goose continued to exist when it
had been given .
Ladd. J. , Christmas goose IS
no fit subject for replevin.
Judgment for the defendant.
But Gordon, J . 'Who gives a
goose ought properly to receive
one,"
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Sullivan ResRonsive to ,
Student Scheauling Ideas I·
By Dave Holmes
A variety of considerations
has limited the law school administration 's flexibility in
both the creation and amendment of semester course
schedules.
according
to
Associate
Dean
Timothy
Sullivan.
The discussion with Sullivan
about the scheduling process
was prompted by student" concern over the administration 's
inability to resolve course
conflicts in the spring schedule.
These conflicts involve four

the second is the desire of the
law school to be self~ontained,
that is , not to hold classes outside the law school building.
Additionally, there is a variety
of other limiting considerations,
such as the required courses for
first- and second-year, as well as
faculty preferences both as to
specific hours because of personal needs or problems, and as
to spreading courses so that all
are not taught on the same day.
Furthermore, there have been
unexpected resignations which
have forced realignments in
teaching assignments.
Another consideration which
contributed directly to one of the
conflicts in the current schedule
is the MLT program. There are,
according to Sullivan, only a
limited number of courses
available in this program, since
MLT students may not repeat
courses taken in law school.
Sullivan feels that any present
attempt to resolve a conflict
would probably only create
additional conflicts and could
By Jim Murray
disrupt student planning based
SBA Directories are now
on the current schedule.
available in the SBA Office on
Sullivan was receptive to the . the third floor. The Directory
idea of accepting "student in~
was compiled by SBA Secretary,
put" into the scheduling process.
Charlie Burr, with help from the
While he rejected as unwieldy
law school office and the Marthe possibility of student shall-Wythe Law Wives. Burr
assistance in the creation of the
had to overcome numerous
schedule, he did readily accept
technical problems and adthe idea of meeting with students ministrative delays to produce
in an open session to accept and
this valuable compendium of
incorporate student suggestions
phone numbers and addresses .
into a draft schedule. Sullivan The Directories are free to all
feels this would be a workable dues-paying members and are
and fair means of attempting to available for fifty cents to all
resolve schedule conflicts.
others.

courses traditionally taken by
third-year students.
Sullivan, who inherited the
current schedule, and who will
shortly begin work on the 1974-75
edition. listed a variety of factors ~hich complicate and
restrict an apparently simple,
flexible procedure.
Two considerations override
several , more
practical ,
limitations on flexibility in
schedule-making, according to
Sullivan. The first is the "explosion in the number of course
offer ings" in the last year, and

Schedule Poses Problems
Continued from p. 2
which conflicts can be moved to another time period to enable
students to take both the desired courses. Dean Sullivan has
entertained several suggestions from the Amicus and , at
present, is still considering the possibility of making some
changes.
If any rescheduUng can be implemented, students who
wanted to adjust their schedule accordingly could do so
during the Drop-Aid period. It doesn't seem apparent that the
number of students who would make any change is large
enough to' impose an additional burden on the staff during
Drop-Add.
Several suggestions for the future should be in order.
Individuals should make themselves aware of any proposed
schedule immediately upon its being posted. The SBA should
appoint several students from each class to confer with Dean
Sullivan on the feasibility of a rough draft of the schedule. The
rough draft should then be posted with a final date as close to
registra tion as possible , up to which time suggestions for
revision would be welcomed. Dean Sullivan might have
several announced meetings with students and entertain their
comments regarding the course schedule at that time.
By greater student awareness of and involvement in the
scheduling process , conflicts in the future such as those which
now face some students can be more easily avoided .
The new big volume

ROYAL 565

College-Wide Directory
Now Available for $1

Board Covers Schedule,
with
Cartridge Ribbon
and the
new

560
with Fabric Rib bon

Colonia11jpewriters, Inc.
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SBA News

PHONE :229-5818

By Charlie Burr
In two actions taken last
.Friday morning , the S.B.A.
Board of Directors commended
the Faculty Status Committee
for showing interest in student
opinions, and tabled a motion
strongly critizing the Administration' for its scheduling
policies for Spring.
While the first resolution 's
terms were highly favorable
toward the Faculty Status
Committee for holding hearings
to receive student comments,
Board Members Pirog and Burr
commented that nevertheless
the recent release of evaluation
data to one of the professors
under consideration was a '
serious . breach of confidence
with both the Board and the
students. Daralyn Gordon ,
student representative on the
Committee, explained the
release had been made in the
interest of due process so that
the professor could answer
charges made against him.
While all but four evaluations
still remain in the hands of the
Judicial Council until next
semester, members expressed
feelings that this action had
resulted in a loss of confidence
and credibility from which the
Board and the Committee might
not be able to recover.
A second resolution presented
by third-year representatives
Weckstein and Giordano was
critical of "insensitive" and
" close-minded " scheduling
policies on the part of the administration. Pointedly attacked
were concurrent scheduling of
Unfair Trade Practices with
Creditors
Rights ,
and

rCorner delin
":::

601 PRINCE GEORGE STREET

SUBMARINES
KOSHERSANDvnCHES
SODAS • SNACKS
and /eafllrillX - - - - - - ,
:

... ....

" THE CORNER SPECIAL "
a Delixht/111 SlIprise
-TAKE OUT SER V ICE-

C:\ LL L'

The SBA has also received an
offer from Dean Olson of the
College to make a limited
number of the college-wide
directories available to law
students. These directories, for
the first time, contain law
students ' names. They are
funded in part with student
activites fees paid by law
students and would be sold to
law students for one dollar per
copy (compared to the three
dollars per copy charged at the
bookstore.) Anyone interested in
this directory should lea ve his or
her name with the SBA Office.

Indiscretion

" unresponsive " actions by
Associate Dean Sullivan. After
discussion that the language of
the resolution was too strong and
overly personalized, it was
tabled for rewording. Present
during the meeting, Mr. Sullivan
stated that he had always tried

to be open-minded, and that in
the future he would post ten.tative schedules in order to
obtain student reaction; but, as
people had already made plans
based on the schedule put out
some time ago, it was too late to
do anything about this spring.

The New Y on Shoppe
Complete Beauty for Everyone
Women's Hair Styling
Men's Hair Styling
Viviane Woodard Cosmetics

Men's Skin-Care Products

Gifts

Jean Hornsby, Director

Co" 229-6942 for appointment

1424 Richmond Rd.
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M-W Loses In Marred Competition
Marshall-Wythe's National
Moot Court team was recently
defeated in a regional competition marred by rules
violations
and
resulting
acrimony.
Representing this school in the
tournament, held in Charleston,
W. Va., were Dave Holmes,
Steve Miller, and
Cliff
Weckstein. Thev were defeated
by teams representing the
University of North Carolina and
Duke University - but there is
more to the story than that.
In the first round, Weckstein
and Miller faced the U.N.C.
team . Mter the argument, the
judges , three West Virg inia
attorneys, announced that they
agreed that Marshall-Wythe had
presented a clearly superior oral
argument.
However, brief scores count
one-third in national competition. And, the court announced, Carolina had an extraordinarily
high
brief.
Therefore, the round went to
U.N .C. by 1.3 points.
In a second round the next
day, Weckstein and Holmes

were defeated by a Duke
University team . According to
one of the judges, the teams
were even ·on oral argument.
Thus, the higher brief again won
the round.
Since the regional competition
was run on a double-elimination
basis, Marshall-Wythe was then
eliminated.
After defeating MarshallWythe, U.N.C. had gone on to
defeat a weak Louisville team ,
and then to beat Washington and
Lee and the Uni.versity of
Virginia . In these last two
rounds , U.N .C.'s high brief score
was again the determining
factor.
After the Virginia-Carolina
round, U.Va. filed a formal
protest that the Carolina brief
violated the rules of the national
competition. After investigation
and discussion, Marshall-Wythe
and W & L, the other two teams
beaten by that brief, joined in
the protest.
The rules provided that the
content of briefs could be no
more than 42 typed pages , in
type no smaller than 11 points in
size.

As Virginia noted, the
Carolina brief was much smaller
than 11 point type, and the brief
was the maximum length . This,
the Virginia team said, enabled
U.N.C. to have 15-20 percent
more content in their brief,
making a higher score likely.
Other participating teams ,
including several teams not part
of the formal protest, urged that
the U.N .C. team be eliminated
from the competition. However ,
that decision was in the hands of
the Young Lawyers Committee
of the Association of the Bar of
the City of New York, which
sponsors the National Competition.
And New York decided that
U.N.C. could not be eliminated.
It was suggested by New York
that, instead, the Carolina brief
be penalized by 3.5 points.
There was never any explanation of how this number
was determined. However, this
adjustment, had it been made
before the arguments, would
have meant that W&M W&L
and U.Va . all would ha v~
defeated Carolina.

The Gripes of Roth
Copyript by A.o1pbllll Q. Roth

Year in Review·
By Gary Roth
In a few short weeks, 1973 will
come to a close. We will soon be
hearing Walter Cronkite review
the Wat&rgat& AIlajr, the Jsraelj

War, the success of the Miami
Dolphins and Oakland Athletics ,
the rise of Rodney Allen Rippy,
and the fall of Spiro Agnew. We
will remember 1973 as the year
that Bud Kaatz moved from
Portsmouth to Washington, that
Mills Godwin squeaked in for a
historic second term , that people
started hoarding gasoline and
losing money on the stock
market. It was, in all respects,
an eventful year, a year filled
with desperation and drama, a
year of surprises. But it was also
a year filled with memories of
you who are reading this ,
memories that most of the rest
of the country won't know about,
but memories close to our
hearts. So to supplement the 1974
New York Times Almanac, here
is a monthly account of 1973 in
review in the Marshall-Wythe
School of Law, events which
won't be noted by Walter
Cronkite but which trigger both
smiles and shudders.
January-Williamsburg is
immersed in snowflakes , while
most of the rest of the east coast
is still going to the beach. We go
to our exams in the snow and
come out of our exams snowed
under.
Hordes of students eagerly
await the computer grade sheets
of Henry Hutchinson , MarshallWythe's answer to Georgie
Jesse!. When his Business
Organizations I grades are
posted, his class dances joyfully
in the front hall while singing a
rousing rendition of "Candy
Man." When his Commercial
Law grades arrive, that class
beats
up
his
Business
Organizations I class.
Richard "Black Bart" Aaron
arrives from Utah to conduct a
course in Creditors' Rights.

1173

Petitions ate solicited calling for
the return of Gary Bahr.
William Swindler gives an
un:umc>uncea

=uJtjpJe~hc;jc9

exam in Constitutional Law 1.
Plans are immediately formulated to surreptitiously
remove· Dr. Swlndier;s s·ta·ircase.
February- MarshalJ-Wythe is
rejected by the Order of the Coif
for lack of adequate space
allocations. Requests to move
the law school into William and
Mary Hall are rejected by
President Graves .
The Amicus is filled with
complaints that Marshall-Wythe
professors give too many C's as
compared with U.Va. The
faculty unanimously decides to
change this policy by giving
more D's.
A letter-writing dispute ensues
between George Campbell and
Hamilton Killen about the
presence of undergraduate
French students in the building.
Campbell furtively
takes
'snapshots of Killen and prints up
dirty postcards , while Killen
stages a weekly sit-in under the
bust on the first-floor stairwell,
mumbling "La loi est un bete" to
every law student who walks by.
An announcement is made
concerning possible use of the
Baptist Church parking lot for
law students . The only
prerequisite is that you convert
to Baptism.
March-Leslie Hoffman & Co.
persuades the administration to
institute a " no smoking" policy
in classes. John Donaldson takes
unprecedented recesses in Income Tax to light his pipe, Mike
Madison takes to biting pencils,
Bob SCott tries to get another
year's contract at U.Va., and all
the smokers in the school twitch
nervously in their seats and blow
smoke in Leslie Hoffman's face
after class.
The Marshall-Wythe Law

Wives sponsor an event
featuring a go-go dancer . The
dancer is immediately rehired to
pprfonn

for

the

hJJr;'JedJy

organized Marshall-Wythe Law
Husbands.
The SBA presents the first
annual Libel Night, attended by
more students than ever went to
classes. Following the show,
Tom Collins took a month off,
leaving Choo-Choo Rael to
substitute without anyone ever
realizing it.
April-Marshall-Wythe wins
second place in a client counseling competition sponsored by
the LSD. Larry Bruckner and
Edward Blumberg receive $50
and notices of future disbarment.
The third year class pledges a
record sum of money for the law
school. A cardboard thermometer graces our lobby for
weeks recording the pledges .
Steve Boardman, always too
busy to realize what was going
on anywhere besides the Law
Review office , goes downstairs
one night and calls the Security
Police thinking it is 6530 degrees
in the front hall.
May-Jim Murray is elected
SBA president without notifying
opponent George Campbell that
he voted 127 times.
Brian Bromberger resigns to
go back to Australia upon
receiving notice that his
kangaroo is pregnant, Tony
Santoro resigns so he can move
to Massachusetts where no one
will ridi'cule his Cadillac, and
Jerome Curtis resigns so he can
stop grading 35-page bluebook.
answers':.from each student.
Arthur Phelps gives his first
multiple-ehoice exam in recent
history and half the class gets C's when they answer " Brownie
Jones " to "The author of your
casebook is . . . "
Timothy Sullivan becomes the
new Associate Dean and im-

Instead , Carolina had won
those rounds , and gained a berth
in the final round and a trip to
New York for the final rounds of
the National Competition .
When the score adjustment
was suggested, all of the teams
still present in Charleston urged
that additional arguments be
held involving Marshall-Wythe,
W&L and Virginia , in order to
try to arrive at an equitable
result.
However, competition officials
were unbudging on this point.
Even though , in fact , MarshallWythe had beaten Carolina, as
had the other two schools , there
was to be no adjustment in the
results of these rounds.
It is , of course , pure conjecture to speculate how Marshall-Wythe's team would have
done if it had been awarded the
round against Carolina . Our
team would then have faced the
weak Louisville team and,
presumably , won at least those
two rounds .
And , there was considerable
bitterness about the way the
committee in New York had
administered the competition.

When the briefs were submitted,
a "measuring brief" was sent to
New York to be checked for
proper length and type size. The
regional chairman was informed
that this had not been done by
the time the Carolina controversyarose.
Also, the problem was a
complicated one , involving
municipal corporations and
Fourteenth Amendment
questions . The judges, who were
members of the West Virginia
bench and bar, were naturally
unprepared to evaluate and
question intelligently wi thout
memoranda of law on the
problem . These memoranda
arrived in Charleston the night
before the competition began,
thus making it nearly impossible
for the judges to have a full
grasp of the problem.

mediately runs out to buy 85
vests .
Col. Walck shows his Criminal
Law class that he has the
makings of a General when he
asks Dave Johnson and Steve
McGrath to stand up without
reading a brief. The course then
gets affectionately known as
"Leave It to Beaver. "
June
Marshall-Wythe
graduates another class but
Dean Whyte does not know to

and add. Then he issues a
clarification statement so he can
sign his middle name .
November-An honor society
is proposed by Jim Murray ,
Dave Johnson and John McDougal. They name it the St.
George Tucker Society after
learning that the Murray
Johnson McDougal Society is
already in use as a cover for the
Mafia.
The Amicus puts selected
..oarlUITanhi.ru! out of order and
wins the ABA award for best
layout done under the influence
of alcohol.
George Grayson is elected to
the House of Delegates but is
taken aback when he realizes
that he inadvertently voted for
Russell Carneal.

whom to prp!:pnt
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everyone there is wearing coats
and ties.
July-Williamsburg is
awarded the National Center for
State Courts, and William
Swindler, writing a new Constitution in Exeter, does five
minutes of " My Kind of Town,
Williamsburg Is " with Emeric
Fischer accompanying him on
the harmonica.
August- The Law Review
candidates for 1973-74 arrive in
Williamsburg and listen to a 30minute speech by Bryan
Rosenberger on how to spell his
first name.
September-The
"no
smoking" ban is constructively
lifted when the janitorial staff
replaces the ashtray floor with
chicken pot pie tins on every
other seat. Leslie Hoffman asks
Dean Whyte to ban the eating of
chicken pot pies in class.
J. Madison Whitehead institutes the colon system in the
library at the urging of Victor
Borge.
William and Mary sponsors a
pornography conference under
the guiding light ,of Bob
Copeland who gets signed to star
opposite Linda Lovelace in her
next picture "The Law Student
in Miss Jones ' Devilishly Deep
Throat."
Oct~ber-BRI begins lectures
for the Virginia Bar and the
tapes are subpoenaed by Judge
John Sirica as evidence that
going to law school is a high
crime.
The library installs a new
Xerox machine that reduces.
One student who only had a dime
jimmies the ma~hine. gets
sucked in , and comes out as a
midget three times .
Dean Sull ivan causes an
uproar when he abolish~s drop

The members of the National
Team from Marshall-Wythe
were unanimous in feeling that
the quality of judging seen at
this school 's invitational competition is much higher than that
in the regional rounds.

Decem ber-The William and
Mary Law Review announces its
new proposal for selecting
candidates. Details have yet to
be clarified. but word has it that
selection will henceforth be
made upon the basis of a candidate's resistance to 25 cups of
coffee from our coffee bar, 15
hours of continuous studying in
the library, and successfully
receiving both a can of soda and
a candy bar on the same day
from the third-floor machines . If
this is successful. anyone who
can drink more beer in an hour
than Dave Bishop will be made a
member.
Santa Claus brings you the end
of another semester.
I hope I have succeeded in
refreshing your intramural
memories of 1973. Let 's hope
1974 brings us more of the same
comraderie, affection and
human frailties that make
Marshall-Wythe such a great
place. To my targets of 1973,
accept my apologies for finding
you notable enough to "'Tite
about, and to m y targets of 1974
may you do something worthy of
gracing this column. To all my
faithful readers , thanks for your
encouragement. To all, have a
Merry Christmas or Happy
Hanukkah. a Happy New Year,
and may 1974 find you r
cumulative average higher .
Good luck on your exams . See
you nex year.

